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Automatic classificationA growing body of work has highlighted the challenges of identifying the stance that a speaker holds towards a
particular topic, a task that involves identifying a holistic subjective disposition.We examine stance classification
on a corpus of 4731 posts from the debate website ConvinceMe.net, for 14 topics ranging from the playful to the
ideological.We show that ideological debates feature a greater share of rebuttal posts, and that rebuttal posts are
significantly harder to classify for stance, for both humans and trained classifiers. We also demonstrate that the
number of subjective expressions varies across debates, a fact correlated with the performance of systems sen-
sitive to sentiment-bearing terms. We present results for classifying stance on a per topic basis that range
from 60% to 75%, as compared to unigram baselines that vary between 47% and 66%. Our results suggest that
features and methods that take into account the dialogic context of such posts improve accuracy.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Recentwork has highlighted the challenges of identifying the stance
that a speaker holds towards a particular political, social or technical
topic [5,7,8,14,20,21,31,32,34]. Stance is defined as an overall position
held by a person towards an object, idea or position [31]. Stance is sim-
ilar to point of view or perspective, and has been treated as identifying
the “side” that a speaker is on, e.g. for or against capital punishment, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Its classification involves identifying a holistic
subjective disposition, beyond the word or sentence.
This paper utilizes 104 two-sided debates from Convinceme.net for
14 different debate topics. On Convinceme, a person starts a debate by
posting a topic or a question and providing sides such as for vs. against.
Debate participants can then post arguments for one side or the other,
essentially self-labeling their post for stance. These debates may be
heated and emotional, discussing weighty issues such as euthanasia
and capital punishment, as in Fig. 1, but they also appear to be a form
of entertainment via playful debate. Popular topics on Convinceme.net
over the past 4 years include discussions of the merits of Cats vs. Dogs,
or Pirates vs. Ninjas (almost 1000 posts) (see Fig. 2). The full corpus
consists of 2902 debates and 36,307 posts by 3637 authors. As
indicated above, this work focuses on a subset of these.
Our long term goal is to understand the discourse and dialogic
structure of such conversations. This could be useful for: (1) creating
automatic summaries of each position on an issue [16,30]; (2) gaining
a deeper understanding of what makes an argument persuasive
[18,23]; and (3) identifying the linguistic reflexes of perlocutionary, panand@soe.ucsc.edu
rights reserved.acts such as persuasion and disagreement [14,22,32,35,36]. While it
seems unlikely that summaries of playful topics would be useful, we
believe it is very useful to compare and contrast the dialogic structure
of the idealogical topics with that of the playful or technical topical
debates. Table 1 provides an overview of our corpus.
Convinceme provides three possible sources of dialogic structure:
(1) the side that a post is placed on indicates the poster's stance with
respect to the original debate title and its framing initial posts, and
thus can be considered as a response to the title and framing posts;
(2) rebuttal links between posts which are explicitly indicated by the
poster using the affordances of the site; and (3) the temporal context
of the debate, i.e. the state of the debate at a particular point in time,
which a debate participant orients to in framing their post. Convinceme
provides no way to explicitly indicate agreement with a prior speaker,
beyond placing a post on the same side; this does not imply any specify
reply-to structure, as rebuttal links do.
Convinceme's support for rebutting a previous post allows the
speaker to explicitlymark some debate posts as fundamentally dialogic,
while other postsmake less use of the immediate context and thus have
fewer dialogic properties [6,9,11]. Compare the dialogic aspects of the
death penalty debate in Fig. 1 to that of the same topic without rebuttal
links in Fig. 3. As shown in the rebuttals column of Table 1, the percent-
age of rebuttals by topic varies from 34% to 80%. Ideological topics
(below the line) have a much higher percentage of rebuttals. We
show below that the performance of automatic stance classifiers is bet-
ter for discussions containing many rebuttal links when the dialogue
context is included in the feature set provided to the classifier.
Section 2 first describes relatedwork. Section 3 discusses our corpus
in more detail. Given the dialogic nature of our data, as indicated by the
high percentage of rebuttals in the ideological debates, we first aim to
determine how difficult it is for humans to side an individual post
Fig. 1. Dialogic death penalty discussion with posts explicitly linked via rebuttal links. The discussion topic was “Death Penalty,” and the argument was framed as yes we should
keep it vs. no we should not.
Fig. 2. Cats vs. Dogs discussions with posts linked by rebuttal links.
720 M.A. Walker et al. / Decision Support Systems 53 (2012) 719–729from a debate without context. Section 3 presents the results of a
human debate-side classification task conducted on Mechanical Turk.
Section 4 describes experiments for automatically determining stance,
and presents our results. Our overall results show that using sentiment,
subjectivity, dependency and dialogic features, we can achieve debate-
side classification accuracies, on a per topic basis, that range from60% to
75%, as compared to unigram no-context baselines that vary between
47% and 66%. We show that even a naive representation of context uni-
formly improves results across all topics. We also conduct an experi-
ment to classify rebuttals, as a type of disagreement discourse
relation, and show that we can identify rebuttals with 63% accuracy.
2. Related work
There are several threads of related work that focuses on classify-
ing a speaker's “side” or “stance” toward a debate topic in either for-
mal or informal debate settings, such as congressional floor debates
or in conversations from online forums and debate websites [3,34,38].
The research most strongly related to our own is that of Som-
asundaran and Wiebe [31,32], who also report results for automati-
cally determining the stance of a debate participant in online
forums. The websites that their corpus was collected from apparently
did not support dialogic threading, so that there are no explicitly
linked rebuttals in their corpus. They present different results forTable 1
Threading characteristics of different topics. Topics below the line are considered
“ideological.” Key: number of posts on the topic (posts), percent of posts linked by re-
buttal links (rebuttals), posts per author (P/A). Authors with more than one post
(A>1P). Average post length in characters (length).
Topic Discussions Posts Rebuttals P/A A>1p Length
Cats vs. dogs 3 162 40% 1.68 26% 242
Firefox vs. IE 2 233 40% 1.28 16% 167
Mac vs. PC 7 126 47% 1.85 24% 347
Superman/Batman 4 146 34% 1.41 21% 302
2nd Amendment 6 134 59% 2.09 45% 385
Abortion 10 607 70% 2.82 43% 339
Climate change 6 207 69% 2.97 40% 353
Communism vs. capitalism 6 207 70% 3.03 47% 348
Death penalty 12 331 62% 2.44 45% 389
Evolution 16 818 76% 3.91 55% 430
Exist God 16 852 77% 4.24 52% 336
Gay marriage 6 560 65% 2.12 29% 401
Healthcare 5 112 80% 3.24 56% 280
Marijuana legalization 5 236 52% 1.55 26% 423stance classification for ideological vs. non-ideological topics, and uti-
lize a number of different approaches, including an unsupervised
method that finds relevant terms from the web, and an inductive
logic programming approach that builds on the assumption that
speakers are self-consistent with respect to their stance on a particu-
lar topic and its attributes. They also show that discourse relations
such as concessions and the identification of argumentation triggers
improves performance over sentiment features alone. Their best per-
formance for siding ideological debates is approximately 64% accura-
cy over all topics, for a collection of 2nd Amendment, Abortion,
Evolution, and Gay Rights debate posts [32]. Their best performance
is 70% for the 2nd amendment topic. Their work, along with others,
indicates that for such tasks it is difficult to beat a unigram baseline
[26].
The other significant body of work that we build on classifies the
speaker's side in a corpus of congressional floor debates, using the
speaker's final vote on the bill as a labeling for side [4,5,34,39]. This
work infers agreement between speakers based on cases where one
speaker mentions another by name, and a simple algorithm for deter-
mining the polarity of the sentence in which the mention occurs. This
work shows that even with the resulting sparsely connected agree-
ment structure, the MinCut algorithm can improve over stance classi-
fication based on textual information alone.
Other work has utilized the reply structure of online forums, either
with or without textual features of particular posts [2,21,24,25]. The
threading structure of these debates does not distinguish between
agreement and disagreement responses, so Agrawal et al. [2] assume
that adjacent posts always disagree, based on the results of Mishne
and Glance [24] who showed that most replies to blog posts are dis-
agreements. Murakami and Raymond [25] show that simple rules for
identifying disagreement, defined on the textual content of the post,
can improve over Agarwal's results. Malouf and Mullen [21] also show
that a combination of textual and response structure features provides
the best performance.
Other relatedwork analyzes forumquote/response structures [1,37].
Quote/response pairs have a similar discourse structure to the rebuttal
post pairs in Convinceme, but are often shorter and more targeted;
this may mean that they are easier to classify because the linguistic
reflexes of stance are expressed very locally. Wang and Rose [37] use
unlabelled data, and do not attempt to distinguish between the agree-
ment and disagreement discourse relations across quote/response
pairs. Rather they show that they can use a variant of LSA to identify a
parent post, given a response post, with approximately 70% accuracy.
Fig. 3.Monologic Death Penalty discussion. The posts have no explicit link structure. The discussion topic was “Death Penalty,” and the argument was framed as yes we should keep
it vs. no we should not.
721M.A. Walker et al. / Decision Support Systems 53 (2012) 719–729Abbott et al. [1] examine agreement and disagreement relations
across quote/response pairs in online forum discussions for a range of
ideological and nonideological topics as we do here. Their corpus
has been hand-labeled for agreement using Mechanical Turk. They
achieve a best accuracy of 68% for classifying whether a post is an
agreement or a disagreement with the prior post. Their results also
indicate that contextual features improve performance for identifying
the agreement relation between quotes and responses.3. Corpus description and analysis
Our corpus consists of two-sided debates from Convinceme.net for
14 topics that range from playful debates such as Cats vs. Dogs to
more heated political topics such as the Death Penalty. Table 1 pro-
vides an overview of our corpus; the topics above the line are either
technical or playful, while the topics below the line are ideological.
As discussed above, Convinceme provides three possible sources of
dialogic structure, side, rebuttal links and temporal context. However
some of the temporal context is lost when creating a corpus from the
Convinceme site: the timestamps for posts are only available by day;
thus rather than a total order from time of post, it is only possible to
calculate a partial order on posts by day, plus order within day only
via rebuttals. In addition, as mentioned above, there are no agreement
links. In total the corpus consists of 2902 two-sided debates (36,307
posts), totaling 3,080,874 words; the topic labeled debates which
we use in our experiments contain 575,818 words.
Each of our fourteen topics consists of more than one debate. In-
terestingly, the user who initiates a debate frames the way the two
sides are expressed, by specifying the debate title and two originating
framing posts for each side. Table 2 shows a sample of debate titles
that were mapping to the Death Penalty topic, and Table 3 shows
sample debate titles for Evolution. In both tables, the Pro Framing
Post and the Con Framing Post columns provide the text that the de-
bate initiator used to frame each side of the current debate discussion.
Because debates can frame an issue differently, each debate was
mapped by hand to its topic, and the two sides were mapped by
hand to the Pro and Con sides, as in Ref. [32]. The N column gives
the number of posts in each debate, which might vary quite a lot.
Thus, for example, the 331 posts for the Death Penalty topic inTable 2
Example of mapping multiple discussions, each initiated with distinct debate titles and fram
Debate title
Should the U.S. continue death penalty executions?
Should child molesters face the death penalty
Death Penalty; justice?
Is the death penalty morally correct as it is supposed to be used in the United States?
Whether to abolish death penaltyTable 1 (9th row), originally consisted of posts in 12 different debate
discussions, some of which are shown in Table 2.
This mapping to topic obviously increases the number of posts on
each topic, thus increasing the chance of learning a good model for
stance classification. On the other hand, the topic mapping means
that different discussions on the same topic orient to a somewhat dif-
ferent context because they orient to the debate title and originating
posts. This might mean that they focus on slightly different aspects of
an issue, or make reference to different originating posts, and the ar-
guments that they express, as exemplified by the different originating
posts shown in Tables 2 and 3.
Topics vary a great deal in terms of their dialogic structure and lin-
guistic expression. In Tables 1 and 4, the columns providing counts for
different variables were selected to illustrate ways in which topics
differ in the form and style of the argument and in its subjective con-
tent. As mentioned above, one important variable is the percentage of
the topic posts that are linked into a rebuttal dialogic structure (col-
umn Rebuttals in Table 1).
Ideological topics display more author investment; people feel
more strongly about these issues. This is shown by the fact that
there are more rebuttals per topic in the topics below the line in
Table 4. All of the ideological topics have more than 50% rebuttals. It
follows that these topics have a much higher degree of context-
dependence in each post, since posts respond directly to the parent
post. Rebuttals exhibit more markers of dialogic interaction: greater
pronominalization, especially you (Rebuttals x ¼ 9:6 and Non-
Rebuttals x ¼ 8:5, t(27)=24.94, pb .001), as well as propositional
anaphora such as that and it, ellipsis, and dialogic cue words, such
as well and so. Examples of arguments illustrating some of these dif-
ferences by topic (correlated with the percentage of rebuttals) as
shown in Table 4 can be observed by comparing dialogic (rebuttal
links) and monologic (no rebuttal links) posts. For example, compare
Figs. 1 and 3 for the Death Penalty topic and Figs. 2 and 4 for the Cats
vs. Dogs topic.
Another indication of author investment is the percentage of au-
thors with more than one post (A>1P) and the number of posts per
author (P/A) in Table 1. The A>1P percentage ranges from 16% for
Firefox vs. IE to 56% for Healthcare; it is significantly greater for ideo-
logical topics (t(12)=4.27, p=.001). The posts per author (P/A) var-
iable is also greater for idealogical topics; it ranges from 1.28 foring posts as above, to a single debate topic: death penalty.
N Pro framing post Con framing post
39 Kill them all! Let them rot in prison!
28 Yes, fry the bastards No, just imprison them.
22 They should be put to death.
An eye for an eye.
They should have life in prison.
Two wrongs don't make a right.
12 Yes, most of the times it is. No, it is never morally correct.
31 Execution Abolish death penalty
= Life without parole
Table 3
Example of mapping multiple discussions, each initiated with distinct debate titles and
framing posts as above, to a single debate topic: evolution.
Debate title N Pro framing post Con framing post
Evolution exists. Get
used to it.
4 There is no longer an
excuse besides ignorance
or overwhelming blind
faith to deny evolution in
modern society.
Evolution surely exists but
the evolution of mankind
is still a question.
Evolution 25 Evolution exists Evolution exists through
intelligent design.
Evolution vs. Creation 4 That evolution adequately
explains the forms of life
we see on Earth.
That God did create the
earth and is a more logical
explanation of the earth.
Evolution vs. Young
Earth Creationism
8 Evolution and science
have dismantled young
earth creationism
The theory of evolution
(not science; science can
be useful to discover God's
creation) has replaced
creation taught in schools
but has not dismantled
any bit of the concept of





22 Pro-evolution Evolution is not a fact.
That's ******* retarded to
assume that everything
came from nothing. Order
doesn't happen by chance.
That's a fact. Check w/ the
2nd law of physics: all
things head towards
entropy/chaos. It requires
an order agent (aka “God”)
722 M.A. Walker et al. / Decision Support Systems 53 (2012) 719–729Firefox vs. IE to 4.24 for discussions about the Existence of God. It
appears that for some topics, speakers simply state their position,
and feel no need to support their position further, or to rebut others'
positions, while for many of the idealogical topics, the speakers
engage in an ongoing dialogic argument.
On the other hand, median post length (Length) might be predicted
to show author investment, but Length is not correlated with the
percentage of authors with more than one post (r(12)=.36, p=.20).
Thus, those who contribute more posts are not necessarily contributing
longer (or shorter) posts. However median post length is strongly
negatively correlated with words of positive emotion (r(12)=− .81,
pb .001), the longer the post, the fewer positive emotion words. Also
contrary to intuition, thereweremore swearwords in the nonideological
topics (nonideological x ¼ :19, ideological x ¼ :06, p=.002). PositiveTable 4
Characteristics of different topics. Topics below the line are considered “ideological.”
Shown are the normalized LIWC variable z-scores for each topic. Z-scores are significant
when more than 1.94 standard deviations away from the mean (two-tailed). Key:
Pro=percent of the words as pronominals, WPS=words per sentence, 6LTR=percent
of words that are longer than 6 letters, PosE positive emotion words, NegE negative
emotion words.
Topic Pro WPS 6LTR PosE NegE
Cats vs. dogs 3.30 −1.95 −2.43 1.70 0.30
Firefox vs. IE −0.11 −0.84 0.53 1.23 −0.81
Mac vs. PC 0.52 0.28 −0.85 −0.11 −1.05
Superman/Batman −0.57 −1.78 −0.43 1.21 0.99
2nd Amendment −1.38 1.74 0.58 −1.04 0.38
Abortion 0.63 −0.27 −0.41 −0.95 0.68
Climate change −0.74 1.23 0.57 −1.25 −0.63
Communism vs. capitalism −0.76 −0.15 1.09 0.39 −0.55
Death penalty −0.15 −0.40 0.49 −1.13 2.90
Evolution −0.80 −1.03 1.34 −0.57 −0.94
Exist God 0.43 −0.10 0.34 −0.24 −0.32
Gay marriage −0.13 0.86 0.85 −0.42 −0.01
Healthcare 0.28 1.54 0.99 0.14 −0.42
Marijuana legalization 0.14 0.37 0.53 −0.86 0.50emotion and swear words were also highly correlated (r(12)=.85,
pb .001).
Other factors we examined were words per sentence (WPS), the
length of words used (6LTR) which typically indicates scientific or low
frequencywords, the use of pronominal forms (Pro), and the use of pos-
itive and negative emotion words (PosE, NegE) [27]. For example, the
significant z-score values in Table 4 indicate that discussions about
Cats vs. Dogs consist of short simple words (z-score of LTR is −2.45,
more than two standard deviations below the mean for all topics) in
short sentences (z-score of WPS is −1.95, almost two standard devia-
tions below the mean for all topics), with relatively high usage of posi-
tive emotion words (z-score of PosE is 1.70), and pronouns (z-score of
3.30, more than three standard deviations above the mean), whereas
2nd amendment debates use relatively longer sentences (z-score of
WPS is 1.74), and death penalty debates (unsurprisingly) use a lot of
negative emotion words (z-score of NegE is 2.90).
Grouping topics revealed that non-ideological topics had shorter
words (6LTR, t(12)=3.16, p=.008) and more words expressing pos-
itive emotion (PosE, t(12)=4.51, p=.001), but a similar number of
negative emotion words (NegE), words per sentence (WPS), and
pronominals (PRO). While we hypothesized that different sides of the
same debate might use different types of language, e.g. one side might
emphasize scientific evidence,while the other sidemightmake anemo-
tional argument, we found no evidence for this. An analysis of debate by
side showed that each side of the debates had similar numbers of
pronominals, words per sentence, six letter words, positive emotion
words, and negative emotion words. Fig. 5 shows the interaction
between positive and negative emotion words and whether or not the
topics were ideological (main effect of ideology: F(1, 12)=4.92,
p=.047, main effect of type of emotion: F(1, 12)=10.85, p=.006, in-
teraction: F(1, 12)=6.89, p=.022). Perhaps surprisingly for a debate
website, across both types of topics, there were more positive emotion
words than negative emotion words.
3.1. Human topline
To our knowledge, none of the previous work on debate side classi-
fication has attempted to establish a human topline for classifying
debate posts by side. When examining results from prior work, we
were surprised that the best accuracieswere around 70%, sowe decided
to see howwell humans would perform at the stance classification task
when given the post to be classified, and the post and sides that origi-
nated the debate, as illustrated in Tables 2 and 3, but no other context.
We believed that this task was the best approximation of what auto-
matic stance classifiers were being asked to do in previous work
[31,32,34,39], and thus this task (without context) would provide the
best estimate of a human topline.
We set up a Mechanical Turk task by randomly selected a subset of
our data excluding the first post on each side of a debate (because we
use it to set context) and debates with fewer than 6 posts on either
side. We selected equal numbers of posts for each topic for each side,
and created 132 tasks (Mechanical Turk HITs). Each HIT consisted of
choosing the correct side for 10 posts divided evenly, and selected ran-
domly without replacement, from two debates. For each debate we
presented a title, side labels, and the initial post on each side. For each
post we presented the first 155 characters with a See More button
which expanded the post to its full length. Fig. 6 shows a sample HIT
for one discussion for the Death Penalty topic. The top of the page
shows the originator's Debate Title. Underneath the debate title on
each side is a color-coded layout of the originator's framing of the Pro
vs. Con sides of the debate. The sides shown below with each post are
color-coded to match the framing posts.
Each HIT was judged by 9 annotators with each annotator restricted
to at most 30 HITS (300 judgments). Since many topics were specific to
issueswith U.S. politics, andwewanted annotators with a good grasp of
English, we required Turkers to have a U.S. IP address.
Fig. 4. Monologic Cats vs. Dogs Posts, i.e. there are no explicit rebuttal links between these posts.
723M.A. Walker et al. / Decision Support Systems 53 (2012) 719–729Fig. 7 plots the number of annotators over all topics who selected
the “true siding” as the side that the post was on. We defined “true
siding” for this purpose as the side that the original poster placed
their post. Fig. 7 illustrates that humans often placed the post on
the wrong side. The majority of posters agreed with the true siding
78.26% of the time. The Fleiss' kappa statistic was .2656.
Importantly and interestingly, annotator accuracy varied across
topics in line with rebuttal percentage. Annotators correctly labeled
94 of 100 posts for Cats vs. Dogs but only managed 66 of 100 for the
Climate Change topic. This suggests that posts may be difficult to
side without context, which is what one might expect given their di-
alogic nature. Rebuttals were clearly harder to side: annotators cor-
rectly sided non-rebuttals 87% of the time, but only managed 73%
accuracy for rebuttals. Since all of the less serious topics consisted of
≤50% rebuttals while all of the more serious ideological debates had
>50% rebuttals, 76% of ideological posts were sided correctly, while
85% of non-ideological posts were correctly sided (see Table 5).
Looking at the data by hand revealed that when nearly all annota-
tors agreed with each other but disagreed with the self-labeled side,
the user posted on the wrong side (either due to user error, or be-
cause the user was rebutting an argument the parent post raised,
not the actual conclusion).
The difficult-to-classify posts (where only 4–6 annotators were
correct) were more complex. Fig. 8 provides some examples of
posts that were hard for humans to side. The first is anti-death penal-
ty, but the speaker's stance is due to concerns about the legal system,
not the actual punishment. The first sentence, which often can be
counted on to provide a summary of a speaker's position, actually
states that the speaker has no problem with killing someone who is a
mass murderer. The last sentence, which does summarize the
speaker's position, i.e. that mistrust of government prevents me fromFig. 5. Use of emotional language vs. debate topic category.supporting the death penalty, appears to contradict the first sentence.
Only a close reading of this carefully qualified argument supports cor-
rect inference of the speaker's position. Some classifiers would also
have difficulty siding a post that explicitly appears to support both
sides. Of 9 annotators, 8 marked this post incorrectly.
The second post in Fig. 8 from the Superman/Batman topicmisspells
kriptonite which in any case requires domain specific knowledge. The
author only reluctantly concedes that Batman has the advantage indi-
cating they are not completely pro-Batman. Automated systems and
humans should understand the misspelled term, translate “just cause”
to “just because,” “batmans” to “Batman's” and, most importantly,
recognize that although “superman would own batmans ass” implies
Superman>Batman, it is conditioned on there being no kryptonite. Of
9 annotators, 7 marked this post incorrectly.
The third post from theMac vs. PC debate contains a number of con-
cessions at the beginning of the post, where speakers often state their
main claim. Moreover, these concessions are not explicitly marked by
any concessive cue words [28,29,33]. The fragment the biggest problem
I have with Apple is the first cue to the reader that these statements
are indeed concessive. This post, interestingly, also contains an analogy
of Lexus toMac and PC to Honda, whichmight be difficult for amachine
to understand. Finally the real statement of position if there was some-
thing I could not accomplish on Windows that I could do on an Apple,
then that would be a compelling argument requires an inference that
none of the preceding arguments for Apple are compelling. Of 9 annota-
tors, 7 marked this post incorrectly.
Of the remainder of the cases that we classified as “hard to side” on
the basis of lack of agreement between annotators, our analysis sug-
gests that 28% of the time the annotators were simply wrong, perhaps
only skimming a post when the stance indicatorwas buried deep inside
it. Our decision to show only the first 155 characters of each post by de-
fault (with a ShowMore button) undoubtedly contributed to this error
(see Fig. 6). An additional 39% was short comments or ad hominem re-
sponses that showed disagreement, but no indication of side, and 17%
were ambiguous out of context. A remaining 10% were meta-debate
comments, either aboutwhether there were only two sides, orwhether
the argument was meaningful.
4. Experimental setup and results
We also conducted two types of experiments to classify posts. In
one type, we attempted to classify posts based on features drawn
from the post and (optionally) its parent alone. For this class of exper-
iments, we trained Naive Bayes, JRIP, and SVM learners. Our Naive
Bayes and JRIP experiments were conducted with the Weka toolkit,
while our SVM experiments used LibLinear and discovered best pa-
rameter settings using grid-search.1 All results are from 10 fold
cross-validation on a balanced test set. In the hand examination of
Mechanical Turk annotators' siding performance, 101 posts were1 An earlier, exploratory investigation on three of the feature sets below found that a
linear kernel outperformed a radial basis kernel. We elected to continue with a linear
kernel throughout.
Fig. 6. An example of a Mechanical Turk HIT for the Death Penalty topic.
724 M.A. Walker et al. / Decision Support Systems 53 (2012) 719–729determined to have incorrect self-labeling for side. We eliminated
these posts and their descendants from the experiments detailed
below. This resulted in a data set of 3546 posts.
In a second, subsequent series of experiments, inspired by Thomas
et al. [34], we investigated the extent to which classification could be
improved by classifying all posts by a speaker simultaneously, and toFig. 7. Accuracies of Human Mechanical Turk judges at selecting the true siding of a
post without context.what extent applying the MinCut algorithm exactly as described in
Ref. [5] would improve our results. For MinCut, we used the python-
graph library, and both Naive Bayes and SVM to provide values for the
Ind function.
However, belowwe only report our Naive Bayes results for with and
without context for different feature sets. This is because none of the
other algorithms improved accuracy. We found this very surprising;
clearly more research is needed. First, we were expecting SVM to give
us a non-trivial boost in results, especially since we conducted a grid
search for the best value of the cost parameter. Although there were
isolated cases where SVM beat Naive Bayes, they were few and not
systematic.
Second, we tried the simple thing of concatenating all the posts by
the same speaker and conducting stance classification on the speaker-
based documents. This improved results for Thomas et al. [34], almost
as much as using MinCut. Sadly, it did not improve our results.
Third, we expected MinCut to greatly improve classification perfor-
mance, based on the results reported by Thomas et al. [34] and Bansal
et al. [5]. However, at present our results are much worse when we
apply MinCut. We hypothesize that a possible explanation for the fact
that Bansal et al.'s [5] algorithms (Set-To, Inc-By with MinCut) do notTable 5
Human agreement on rebuttal classification.
Class Correct Total Accuracy
Rebuttal 606 827 0.73
Non-rebuttal 427 493 0.87
Fig. 8. Examples of posts which proved difficult for Mechanical Turk annotators.
725M.A. Walker et al. / Decision Support Systems 53 (2012) 719–729work for us, is that our graphs are much more highly connected than
those resulting from analysis of the Congressional Floor Debate corpus,
which uses a weak method to infer agreement and disagreement links,
based onmentions of another speaker by name, and a calculation of the
average polarity around that speaker's name. Our debates produce a
much more highly connected graph. See the sample graph for one of
the discussions in our corpus in Fig. 9. In addition, we made several
assumptions to augment these with agreement links, such as: (1) a
speaker always agrees with him or herself; and (2) if two speakers
(i, j) both disagree with speaker k, then i and j agree with one another.
Our conclusion is that a highly connected graph such as ours may re-
quire a very different method, edge pruning, more complex edge
weighting, or a different way of tuning MinCut parameters than that
reported in previous work.
4.1. Features
Table 6 provides a summary of the features we extract for each
post. We describe and motivate these feature sets below.
4.1.1. Post info
This set of features includes basic count features from a post: the
number of characters, number of words, and number of sentences in
the post, as well as the average words per sentence (WPS) and average
word length.
4.1.2. Unigrams, bigrams
Previous work suggests that the unigram baseline can be difficult
to beat for certain types of debates [32]. Thus we derived both
unigrams and bigrams as features. These were extracted as frequency
counts within the post (i.e., normalized by the total number of
unigrams or bigrams in the post.)
4.1.3. Cue words
We represent each post's initial unigram, bigram and trigram se-
quences to capture the usage of cue words to mark responses ofparticular type, such as oh really, so, and well; these features were
based on both previous work and our examination of the corpus
[12,13,15].
4.1.4. Repeated punctuation
Our informal analyses suggested that repeated sequential use of par-
ticular types of punctuation such as !! and ?? did not mean the same
thing as simple counts or frequencies of punctuation across a whole
post. Thus we developed distinct features for a subset of these repeti-
tions. These were normalized by the number of unigrams in the post.
4.1.5. LIWC
We also derived features using the Linguistics Inquiry Word Count
tool [27]. LIWC provides meta-level conceptual categories for words
to use in word counts. Some LIWC features that we expect to be im-
portant are words per sentence (WPS), pronominal forms (Pro), and
positive and negative emotion words (PosE) and (NegE) (see
Table 4). These were normalized by frequency.
4.1.6. Syntactic dependency
Previous research in this area suggests the utility of dependency
structure to determine the target of an opinion word [17,31,32]. The
dependency parse for a given sentence is a set of triples, composed
of a grammatical relation and the pair of words for which the gram-
matical relation holds (reli, wj, wk), where reli is the dependency rela-
tion among words wj and wk. The word wj is the head of the
dependency relation. We use the Stanford parser to parse the utter-
ances in the posts and extract dependency features [10,19].
4.1.7. POS generalized dependency
To create generalized dependencies, we “back off” the head word
in each of the above features to its part-of-speech tag [17]. Joshi and
Rosé's results suggested that this approach would work better than
either fully lexicalized or fully generalized dependency features. We
call these POS generalized dependencies in the results below.
Table 6
Feature sets, descriptions, and examples.
Set Description/examples
Post info Number of characters, number of words, number of sentences,
WPS, average word length
Unigrams Word frequencies
Bigrams Word pair frequencies
Cue words Initial unigram, bigram, and trigram
Repeated
punctuation
Collapsed into one of the following: ??, !!, ?!
LIWC LIWC measures and frequencies
Dependencies Dependencies derived from the Stanford Parser.
POS generalized
dependencies




Dependency features generalized using polarity fromMPQA.
Each word is generalized independently.
LIWC dependencies Generalized dependencies with each of the lexical items
replaced with its LIWC set yielding potentially many per-
mutations for a single dependency.
Context features Corresponding features from the parent post.
Fig. 9. Post graph showing rebuttal (disagreement) links in black solid line, same-author (agreement) links in green large dashed line, and inferred agreement links in purple dotted
line. These links are all used by the Assoc function for MinCut. Each post also has links not shown, the Ind links used by the MinCut algorithm that bias a post towards being classified
on either the Pro or the Con side of the debate. Pro posts are shown in blue ellipses and Con posts are shown in red rectangles.
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Somasundaran and Wiebe [31] introduced features that identify
the target of opinion words. Inspired by this approach, we used
their MPQA dictionary of opinion words to select the subset of depen-
dency features in which those opinion words appear. For these fea-
tures we replace the opinion words with their positive or negative
polarity equivalents [20]. Similar generalized features have also
been used by Pitler et al. [28]. Note that one dependency could
spawn more than one generalized dependency if both words map to
opinion polarities.
4.1.9. LIWC generalized dependencies
In addition to backing off to part of speech and sentiment class, we
hypothesized that backing off to word topics could potentially cap-
ture generalizations about particular types of predications that the
dependencies alone may not. For example, in the topic The existence
of god, posters may convey the same stance via a variety of assertions
that have no clear lexically-encoded sentiment term: God exists, God
is alive, God is real. We attempted to capture this generalization by
Table 8
Accuracies achieved for context classifiers using different feature sets and 10-fold cross
validation as compared to the human topline fromMTurk. Best accuracies are shown in
bold for each topic in each row. Key: human topline results (Turk), unigram features
(Uni), linguistics inquiry word count features (LIWC), dependency features (dep), gen-
eralized dependency features containing POS tags (GdepP), MPQA terms (GdepO),
LIWC classes (GdepL) and all features combined (All). Naive Bayes was used, with fea-
tures appearing less than 2% of the time pruned. The weighted average reflecting the
differential number of posts per topic is in the last row.
Turk Uni LIWC dep GdepP GdepO GdepL All
Cats vs. dogs 94 69.23 65.38 75.38 70.77 69.23 72.31 70.00
Firefox vs. IE 74 57.50 66.25 60.00 57.50 60.00 57.50 58.75
Mac vs. PC 76 55.00 55.83 52.50 55.83 55.83 60.00 56.67
Superman vs.
Batman
89 60.48 59.68 61.29 58.87 49.19 55.65 61.29
2nd Amendment 69 69.23 58.97 52.56 60.26 56.41 55.13 69.23
Abortion 75 58.17 57.59 65.95 65.18 60.12 64.20 60.12
Climate change 66 65.10 59.90 53.65 54.69 51.56 56.77 67.19
Comm. vs.
capitalism
68 61.39 63.29 59.49 67.09 56.33 51.27 61.39
Death penalty 79 58.63 61.15 61.15 61.15 61.15 55.40 57.55
Evolution 72 59.87 54.77 58.06 64.14 58.72 61.68 61.18
Existence of God 73 58.40 54.27 59.54 57.69 54.70 55.13 59.26
Gay marriage 88 65.28 56.39 66.11 63.06 64.72 65.56 65.83
Healthcare 86 63.83 61.70 62.77 60.64 69.15 65.96 64.89
MJ legalization 81 60.19 55.56 64.81 66.67 62.96 62.96 55.56
Weighted avg. 77 60.57 57.43 61.25 61.70 58.81 60.14 61.39
727M.A. Walker et al. / Decision Support Systems 53 (2012) 719–729creating a type of generalized dependency triples where words in the
triples were replaced by their LIWC classes. Note that one dependency
could spawn many generalized dependencies if either or both words
map to several LIWC categories.
4.1.10. Context features
Given the difficulty annotators had in reliably siding rebuttals as
well as their prevalence in the corpus, we hypothesize that features
representing the parent post could be helpful for classification. Here,
we use a naive representation of context, where for all the feature
types in Table 6, we construct both parent features and post features.
For top-level parentless posts, the parent features were null.
After extracting all features, for each topic we eliminated features
thatwere not present inmore than 2%of posts (bounded by aminimum
of 2 posts). Previouswork suggests that eliminating infrequent features
will improve accuracy [28].
4.2. Results
The primary aim of our experiments was to determine the potential
contribution to debate side classification performance of contextual
dialogue features, such as linguistic reflexes indicating a poster's orien-
tation to a previous post or information from a parent post. In order to
examine the utility of different feature sets, we fit a generalized linear
model to the data shown in Tables 7 and 8, using the SPSS GLMpackage
for univariate ANOVA, with topic, feature set and context as indepen-
dent variables and accuracy as the dependent variable.
The optimalmodel showed amain effect for context (pb8.06e−05).
When examining results by topic for amain effectwe used Abortion as a
reference topic. We found significant improvements over the Abortion
topic for the 2nd Amendment (pb .0182) and Cats vs. Dogs (pb .008)
topics.
Surprisingly, there are no main effects for other types of features.
In general, our results indicate that if the data are aggregated over
all topics, that indeed it is very difficult to beat the unigram baseline.
In fact, dependency features do significantly worse than unigrams for
a subset of topics: dep for Firefox vs. IE (due to the low 43.75% no con-
text accuracy) and GdepO for Superman vs. Batman (38.71% and 49.19%
for no context and context, respectively); dep, GdepL, and GdepP for
Climate Change, and all four dependency features for 2nd Amendment.
It is also interesting to note that in general the unigram accuraciesTable 7
Accuracies achieved for no context classifiers using different feature sets and 10-fold
cross validation as compared to the human topline from MTurk. Best accuracies are
shown in bold for each topic in each row. Key: human topline results (Turk), unigram
features (Uni), linguistics inquiry word count features (LIWC), dependency features
(dep), generalized dependency features containing POS tags (GdepP), MPQA terms
(GdepO), LIWC classes (GdepL) and all features combined (All). Naive Bayes was
used, with features appearing less than 2% of the time pruned. The weighted average
reflecting the differential number of posts per topic is in the last row.
Turk Uni LIWC dep GdepP GdepO GdepL All
Cats vs. dogs 94 66.15 56.92 63.08 67.69 61.54 70.00 65.38
Firefox vs. IE 74 52.50 63.75 43.75 52.50 63.75 55.00 56.25
Mac vs. PC 76 47.50 45.83 54.17 60.00 57.50 60.00 47.50
Superman vs.
Batman
89 56.45 42.74 53.23 55.65 38.71 52.42 58.06
2nd Amendment 69 60.26 53.85 56.41 47.44 55.13 53.85 65.38
Abortion 75 51.95 52.14 59.14 55.64 50.19 55.06 53.11
Climate change 66 58.33 56.77 42.19 50.00 50.52 49.48 58.33
Comm. vs.
capitalism
68 48.73 53.16 46.20 56.33 51.27 50.00 50.00
Death penalty 79 49.64 54.32 49.28 52.16 47.84 52.16 49.64
Evolution 72 54.11 48.36 57.73 57.73 56.58 55.76 55.43
Existence of God 73 52.14 51.42 54.13 55.56 53.42 53.28 54.13
Gay marriage 88 61.39 56.67 61.11 59.72 62.22 61.39 60.83
Healthcare 86 46.81 48.94 47.87 58.51 54.26 55.32 45.74
MJ legalization 81 53.70 58.33 45.37 51.85 49.07 54.63 55.56
Weighted avg. 77 54.09 52.30 54.68 56.18 53.87 55.43 55.12without context (54.09% in Table 7) are significantly below what
Somasundaran andWiebe achieve (who report overall unigram accura-
cy of 62.5%). This suggests a difference between the debate posts in their
corpus and the Convinceme data we used which may be related to the
proportion of rebuttals.
Themain effect for context is perhaps unsurprisingwhen comparing
the results in Table 7 (no context) to those in Table 8 (context). Out of
the reported accuracies for the 108 feature-topic pairs in each table,
only 5 feature-topic pairs show a decrease from no context to context.
Our analysis shows that the biggest effect of context is on the
rebuttals—across all feature sets, 81.8% of the posts that the context
features shift to correct classification are rebuttals.
The overall lack of impact for either the POS generalized dependency
features (GDepP) or the Opinion generalized dependency features
(GDepO) is surprising given that they improve accuracy for other simi-
lar tasks [17,32]. While our method of extracting the GDepP features is
identical to Joshi and Penstein‐Rosé [17], our method for extracting
GDepO is an approximation of the method of Somasundaran and
Wiebe [32], that does not rely on using a development set to learn
patterns indicating the topics of arguing.
We hypothesized that rebuttals would be harder to side than non-
rebuttals. Table 9 shows classification accuracy averaged across topic
and feature set for both classifiers sensitive to context and those that
were not. Interestingly, the accuracy for non-rebuttals was not appre-
ciably greater than rebuttals for classifiers without context (55.06%
vs. 54.88%). As context features assisted rebuttals overwhelmingly,
classifiers sensitive to context do much better on rebuttals than
non-rebuttals (63.51% vs. 55.82%). Table 10 shows the accuracy for
rebuttals conditioned on the type and accuracy of the parent post.
Two important points emerge. First, accuracy is lower when the par-
ent is a rebuttal than when it is a non-rebuttal, indicating that posts
further down a dialogic chain are harder to side. Second, somewhat
surprisingly, posts whose parents the system incorrectly classifiesTable 9
The average accuracy of non-rebuttals and rebuttals for classifiers provided with con-
text features as opposed to those that were not.




The average accuracy on a rebuttal given its parent type (rebuttal vs. non-rebuttal) and







Non-rebuttal Incorrect 74.9 64.85
Non-rebuttal Correct 68.84 50.04
Rebuttal Incorrect 66.62 59.72
Rebuttal Correct 52.3 47.05
Fig. 10. Model for distinguishing rebuttals vs. nonrebuttals across all topics.
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tent across classifiers with and without context, suggesting that
there is something potentially easier about such rebuttals. A manual
inspection of 10% of the rebuttals did not produce any obvious pat-
terns, and we leave further investigation of this issue to future work.
4.2.1. Rebuttal classification results
We then conducted an experiment to see if we could automatically
identify rebuttals. This was partly to examine the features that distin-
guish rebuttals fromother posts, and partly to seewhether the linguistic
reflexes of rebuttals are similar to those for disagreement as reported in
Ref. [1]. The rule-based JRip classifier on a 10-fold cross-validation
achieved 63% accuracy. Fig. 10 illustrates a sample model learned for
distinguishing rebuttals from non-rebuttals across all topics for the
full data set. The figure shows that, although we used the full comple-
ment of lexical and syntactic features detailed in Section 1, the learned
rules were almost entirely based on LIWC and unigram lexical features,
such as 2nd person pronouns (7/8 rules), quotation marks (4/8 rules),
question marks (3/8), and negation (4/8), all of which correlated with
rebuttals. Other features that are used at several places in the tree are
LIWC social processes, LIWC references to people, and LIWC inclusive
and exclusive. One tree node reflects the particular concernwith bodily
functions that characterizes the Cats vs. Dogs debate as illustrated in
Fig. 2.
5. Discussion
This paper reports on a number of experiments on stance classifica-
tion in online debates. We first carry out an experiment to establish
how difficult stance classification is for human annotators, showing
that on average humans only achieve 77% accuracy. These are the first
results that we are aware of that establish a human topline for debate
side classification.
Our results for automatic stance classification are mixed. Our overall
accuracies are respectable when compared with previous work
[5,31,32,34]. We show that using sentiment, subjectivity, dependency
and dialogic features, we can achieve debate-side classification accura-
cies, on a per topic basis, that range from 60% to 75%, as compared to
unigram baselines that vary between 55% and 69%. We show that
even a naive representation of context uniformly improves results
across all topics. However, when we combine our data across all topics,
we are not able to show that LIWC, and various kinds of dependency
features that have been useful in prior work can beat the unigram
baseline.
We believe that there are critical features that could capture better
what is going on in these debates that we have not yet implemented.
In descriptive error analysis, we examined 386 incorrectly classified
posts from the abortion, death penalty, evolution, existence of god,
and gay marriage topics. Almost one-fifth of the incorrectly sided
posts required richer context to side: 6% of posts were determined
to be statements of pure disagreement, and an additional 12% of
posts were found to be contentful posts that were nonetheless hard
to side without additional context. An additional 12% of posts con-
tained quotations, which indicate a textual source of contextualinformation. Currently, our feature sets do not exploit this context,
and, in fact, assume that information in quotes reflects the poster's
own stance. A final 33% were qualitatively labeled as “hard,” due to
factors similar to those discussed above; correctly siding such posts
will require more robust inference.
In futurework,we hope to improve our resultswithmore intelligent
features for representing context, discourse and rhetorical structure,
and dialogic structure. We also plan to make our corpus available to
other researchers in the hopes that it will stimulate further work ana-
lyzing the dialogic structure of such debates.Acknowledgments
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